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For a linite graph (j with d vertices we deline a homogeneous symmetric function 
X" of degree d in the variables X,. ,\'" .,., If we set X, = .. , = X" = I and all other 
x, = O. then we obtain /,,(n), the chromatic polynomial of (i evaluated at I/. We 
consider the expansion nf X" in terms of various symmetric function bases, The 
coefficients in these expansions are related to partitions of the vertices into stahle 
suhsets. the Miihius function of the lattice of contractions of G. and the structure 
of the acyclic orientations of G, The coefficients which arise when X" is expanded 
in terms of elementary symmetric functions arc particularly interesting. and for cer-
tain graphs arc related to the theory nf Heeke algehras and Kazhdan Lus/tig poly-
nomials. ~ 19tJ:'i AcademiC Pre ..... , Inc 
I. BACKGROU:-.JD 
Let G be a (finite) graph. We will consider a symmetric function 
Xli(X) = Xdx" X2, ... ) associated with G. X(i(X) will have the property 
that the specialization XCi(I") (short for X(i(X , =X2='" =x,,=I, 
x" + I = X" "2 = ... = 0) is equal to xdn), the chromatic polynomial of G 
evaluated at the positive integer n. We first review some properties of 
chromatic polynomials which will be generalized by Xc,C,). 
Let V = V( G) and E = E( G) denote the vertex and edge sets of G. respec-
tively. Set d = # V and q = # E. (The more customary notation p = # V 
would conflict with our usc of p for power sum symmetric functions.) We 
always assume d): I. Let iP' = [ 1, 2, ... J. A function ,,: V .... iP' is called a 
coloring of G. The coloring is prop('/' if ,,( Ii) # ,,( t') whenever Ii and l' are the 
vertices of an edge e of G. For a positive integer II, let X(,(n) denote the 
number of proper colorings" : V .... [ L 2, ... , n:. In particular, X(,ln) = 0 if 
G has a loop (an edge from a vertex to itself). Moreover, any multiple edge 
can be replaced by a single edge without affecting the set of proper 
colorings of G. Hence from now on we assume that G is simple, i.e., has no 
loops or multiple edges. Thus we think of an edge (' as heing a two-element 
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set [u, V} of vertices, abbreviated e = uv. It is a standard and easy result of 
graph theory that h(n) is a polynomial function of n, called the chromatic 
polynomial of G. Moreover, xr;(n) is monic of degree d, and the highest 
power of n which divides x(;(n) is ndG ), where clG) denotes the number of 
connected components of G. In Theorem 1.1 we state two classical results 
(essentially equivalent) which interpret the coefficients of xdn). Background 
information on set partitions, Mobius functions, etc., used here may be 
found in [30]. Let us call a partition n = i 8 1 , ••• , Bk } of V connected if the 
restriction of G to each block Bi of 7r is connected (as a graph). The tat/ice 
0( contractions (or hand lattice) LG of G is the set of all connected parti-
tions of G, partially ordered by refinement. Lc; is a geometric lattice, so it 
is ranked. The rank of n E LG is given by d - In I, where Inl denotes the 
number of blocks of n. Moreover, the Mobius function J1 of Lr; strictly 
alternates in sign [24, Sect. 7, Thm. 4; 30, Prop. 3.10.1 ], which is equivalent 
to the inequality 
( - I)d In lJ1 (O, n) > 0, (I) 
for all n E L(i' Here 6 denotes the unique minimal element of Lr; (the parti-
tion into d one-element blocks). 
1.1. THEOREM: (a) (Whitney [33]). For a (Ioopless) graph G we hat'e 
xrAn)= L (_I)#Sn<lSI, 
.\'~ E 
where cIS) is the numher of components of the spanninS{ suhgraph G s of G 
with edge set S. 
(b) (Whitney [33]; equivalent to Birkhoff [2]). We have 
7t E 1.(, 
where In I denotes the numher of blocks of n. 
An acyclic orientation 0 of G is an orientation of each edge of G so that 
the resulting directed graph has no directed cycles. A sink of 0 is a vertex r 
for which no edge points out of p. In particular, an isolated vertex of G is 
a sink in every acyclic orientation of G. Write [nk] f(n) for the coefficient 
of /1 k in the polynomial f(n). 
1.2. THEOREM. (a) (Stanley [28]). The numher of acyclic orientations 
0( G is equal to (-I )dXe;( -I ). (Note that xrA -I) is de/lned usinS{ the fact 
that Xv(n) is a polynomial in n.) 
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(b) (Greene Zaslavsky [16, Thm.7.3J). Let to he any vertex of G. 
Then the numher oj' acyclic orientations oj' G )I'hose unique sink is l' is equal 
to (- I)" 1 [/1 ] l,,(n) (independent oj' v). (Note that ij' G is not connected 
then this numher is 0, since erery connected component o( an acyclic orienta-
tion has at least one sink.) 
Suppose that the edges of G are labelled I, 2, ... , q (each edge e receiving 
a different label :xl e)). A circuit is a minimal set of edges which is not a 
forest (i.e., which contains a cycle). A hroken circuit is a circuit with its 
largest edge (with respect to the labeling :x) removed. The hrokel1 circuit 
complex B" of G (with respect to :x) consists of all subsets of the edges 
which do not contain a broken circuit. To following result is known as the 
Broken Circuit Theorem and is due to Whitney [33, Sect. 7]. For further 
information on broken circuits see for instance [3; 5: 6: 24, Sect. 7]. 
1.3. THEOREM. We haL'e 
xc;(n)= L (-I)lsl n" lSI. 
s[ II(, 
A fundamental property of chromatic polynomials, and the basis for 
inductive proofs of many of their properties, is the deletion-contraction 
property. Let e be an edge of G which is not a loop. (We are assuming 
anyway that G has no loops.) Let G.e denote G with the edge e deleted, 
and let Gil' denote G with the edge e contracted to a point. Then 
xdn) = h .. (n) - h ,,(n). (2) 
F or instance, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can be readily proved using (2). We 
will be giving extensions of Theorems 1.I and 1.2 which hold for Xdx), but 
which cannot be proved by deletion contraction techniques. 
2, BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let Xl' X 2' ... be (commuting) indeterminates, and suppose 
V(G)= lrl' .. " to,,}. 
2, I, DEFINITION. Define 
where the sum ranges over all proper colorings 1\ : V --> [P. 
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It is clear from the definition that X dx) is a homogeneous symmetric 
function in x= (x" x 2 , ... ) of degree d= # V. We will use throughout this 
paper notation and terminology involving symmetric functions and parti-
tions from Macdonald [18]. 
Note. An object closely related to Xc; has been investigated by Ray, 
Wright, and Schmitt [21-22] (as well as some other papers less relevant 
to what we do here), called the umbral chromatic polynomial and denoted 
by /'(G; x). From ;(P(G; x) it is possible to compute Xc;. Indeed, in the 
preceding references there is defined for each positive integer k a polyno-
mial 1.4>( G ; kr/» in the variables r/> = (r/>, , ... , r/> d), which can be obtained from 
1.4>( G; x) by "umbral substitution." Knowing this polynomial is equivalent 
to knowing the symmetric function 
L a;./n;., 
;. I- d 
I().)~k 
where the notation follows Eq. (3). 
From the definition of Xc; we see that knowing X dx) is equivalent to 
knowing, for each partition ). of d, the number of proper colorings of G 
with ).; vertices colored i. The following result is also immediate from the 
definition of XG and shows its connection with the chromatic polynomial 
of G. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let n E [P. Then X d I") = XG(n). 
Let us note that the specialization f(l") of a symmetric function f(x) is 
well-known in the theory of symmetric function; see, e.g., [18, Exam. 1, 
p. 18, and Exam. 4, pp. 28-29]. 
Many known graphical invariants related to graph coloring can be 
computed from X G' For instance, the chromatic difference sequence of 
Albertson and Berman [I] can be computed from X G' It is also immediate 
from Proposition 2.4 that Xc; determines the matchings polynomial (as 
defined, e.g., in [15, p. I]) of the complement G (and hence of G itself by 
[15, Thm. 2.3]). In particular, if G is bipartite then knowing X G is equiv-
alent to knowing the matchings polynomial of G or G. For a special 
property of X G when G is bipartite, see Corollary 3.6. The fact that X G 
determines the matchings polynomial of G can also be seen from 
Theorem 2.6, since J1( 0, 11:) = ( - I V when type (11:) = < 1 d 2i2i). 
A natural question to ask about X G is whether it determines G. Naturally 
we do not expect such a simply defined combinatorial invariant to deter-
mine G, and such is indeed the case. It turns out that X G distinguishes all 
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eleven nonisomorphic four-vertex graphs, but that there is a untque pair 
G, H of nonisomorphic five-vertex graphs for which X" = X 1/' These graphs 
are shown in Fig. I. Using the notation of Proposition 2.4, we have 
X(,=XI/=2d1 221 +411/2111 +1/111111' 
We do not know whether Xc, distinguishes trees. Of course all d-vertex 
trees have the same chromatic polynomial n(n - 1)" 1. 
Let G + H denote the disjoint union of the graphs G and /I. The follow-
ing result is an immediate consequence of Definition 2.1. 
2.3. PROPOSITIO~. We hm'e X(,. 1/ = X(,XI/' 
Given a symmetric function f(x), it is natural to expand it in terms of 
the many known "natural" bases for the space of symmetric functions and 
ask for a formula or a com binatorial or algebraic interpretation of the coef-
ficients. The first (and easiest) basis we consider is the monomial symmetric 
functions fI/,. It is more convenient to deal instead with the augmellted 
fl/OIlOl11ia/ symmetric limetiol1s !II, [8], defined by 
where i. has r, parts equal to i (denoted} = < )"1" ... »). Define a stahle 
partition Tr. of G to be a partition of the set V( G) such that each block of 
Tr. is totally disconnected (i.e., each block is a stable (or independent) set of 
vertices). The type of a partition Tr. of a d-element set V, denoted type( Tr.), 
is the partition i. of d whose parts i'i are the sizes of the blocks of Tr.. The 
following result is essentially just a restatement of the definition of Xc,. 
2.4. PROPOSITIO!'<. Let a; he the Ilumher oj stahle partitiol1s o( G oj 
type i .. Then 
X(,= I :;Ii!;. 
; I d 
(3 ) 
Proof The coefficient of a monomial x;'x~"" in X(,(x) is equal to the 
number of ways to choose a stable partition Tr. of G of type I. = < I "2': ... ), 
and then color some block of size ;., with the color i for each i. Once we 
choose Tr. we have r, ! r 2' . .. ways to choose the coloring, and the proof 
follows. I 
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The next basis we consider consists of the power sum symmetric func-
tions Pi.' Given S <;;: £, let ),( S) be the partition of d whose parts are equal 
to the vertex sizes of the connected components of the spanning subgraph 
of G with edge set S. For instance, if 5 = 0 then ).(5) = < I d). 
2.5. THEORE~. We haL'e 
X "' #s c;= L... (-I) Pi.IS)· (4) 
.\'sE 
Proof Given S ~ E, we have 
PiIS)(X) = LX", 
KE K.'l 
where Ks denotes the set of all colorings /\: V -> IP which are mono-
chromatic on the connected components of the spanning subgraph Gs of G 
with edge set S, and where x" = X"ll'I)'" X"ll'd)' Hence 
where in the bottom line /\ ranges over all colorings /\ : V -> IP, and where 
E, is the set of all edges e of G such that the two vertices of e have the 
same color. Hence the sum on 5 is 0 unless E, is empty, in which case the 
sum is I. Thus the bottom line becomes L x", summed over proper 
colorings /\, and the proof follows. I 
Theorem 2.5 is a direct generalization of Theorem 1.1 (a) (Whitney's 
theorem), since Pilsl(l n )=nclsl . We next give an analogous generalization 
of Theorem 1.1 (b). An analogous result for the umbral chromatic polyno-
mial of Ray et at. appears in [22, Theorem 4.3; 21, Theorem 3]. 
2.6. THEOREM. We have 
Xc; = L 11(0, n) Ptypelrrl' 
7t E L6 
Proof We could deduce this result directly from Theorem 2.5, but 
a Mobius inversion argument analogous to the original proof of 
Theorem l.1(b) [33J (see also [24, Sect. 9; 30, Exer. 3.44; 34, p. 128J) is 
instructive. Let (J E Lc;, and define 
(5 ) 
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summed over all colorings K : V ~ !P such that (i) if u and l' are in the same 
block of (J then K( ll) = K( v), and (ii) if II and l' are in different blocks and 
there is an edge with vertices 11 and 1\ then K( II) i= K( 1'). Given any 
K : V ~ !P, there is a unique (J E L(i such that K is one of the maps appearing 
in the sum (5). It follows that for any IT E L(i' we have 
By Mobius inversion, 
But Xc, = XG , and the proof follows. I 
Let (I) denote the usual involution on symmetric functions [18, p. 14] 
satisfying in particular w(p;) = I:; p; where I:; = (~I)" II;'. Here). f-- d and 
I ().) denotes the length (number of parts) of ; .. Given a ilJ-basis II; for the 
space A u of symmetric functions with rational coefficients (any ordered 
field could be used in place of ilJ j, we say that a symmetric function f is 
lI-positit,£, if in the expansion f = I: eI; 11;, the coefficients eI; are all non-
negative. We also say that a graph G is u-positil'e if X(i is lI-positive. 
2.7. COROI.I.ARY. For (lny Kraph G, the symmetric .filflctiofl (I)",:'" IS 
p-positire. 
Proof Since for ). f-- d we have C; = (~I)" 11", there follows tlyrelrrl = 
(~ I)" ,rrl Hence from (1) and Theorem 2.6 we have 
wX(i = I lIdO, IT)I PI)relrrl' 
rr. E i.(, 
and the proof follows. I 
The graphs with the simplest chromatic polynomials are the fllrests 
(graphs without cycles). If G is a forest with d vertices and (J edges, then 
L(, is isomorphic to the boolean algebra 8 4 and xdn) = 11'I(i l(11 ~ 1)'1. 
Moreover, 11(0, n) = (~1)" Irrl for all IT E L(,. However, the symmetric func-
tion XI, is not so trivial, and it seems difficult to give a simple formula for 
X" even when G is a forest. (Even the case when G is a path is interesting 
and is treated in Proposition 5.3. ) For forests we have an interesting rela-
tionship between counting connected partitions and stable partitions gi ven 
by the next result. Note that for a forest, a connected partition is equivalent 
to a subset of the edges. The lattice LG of contractions of G is just a 
boolean algebra of rank q. 
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2.8. COROLLARY. Let G he a forest. Then knowing for all i. f--- d the mIll/-
her a i of stahle partitions of G of type i is equiualent to knOlring fiJI' all 
). f--- d the numher hi. of cOllnected partitions of type i .. 
Prool By Proposition 2.4 we have Xc; = L ai./il i . On the other hand, 
for a forest G we have fI(O, IT) = &,ype(1t J for all IT E Lc;. Hence Theorem 2.6 
becomes 
Since both {,i1 J and [p,} are bases for A (}, the proof follows. I 
Corollary 2.8 need not be true if G is not a forest. For instance, let G and 
H be the graphs of Fig.!. G and H have the same number of stable 
partitions of each type i. since XCi = XII' However, G has two connected 
partitions of type (3, 2), while H has three such paritions. 
Next we give an analogue of Theorem 1.3 (the Broken Circuit Theorem). 
We retain the notation BCi of Theorem 1.3 as well as the notation i.( S) of 
Theorem 2.5. 
2.9. THEOREM. We hat'e 
Prool Let IT E L Ci , say of rank k. Let G 1t be the spanning subgraph of 
G consisting of all edges Ul' of G for which the vertices 11 and l' are in the 
same block of IT. Thus L Ci , is isomorphic to the interval [0, IT] of Lc,. By 
Theorem 1.3, we have that (-1 )kfl(O, n) is equal to the number of k-ele-
ment subsets S of edges of G IT which contain no broken circuit of G (or 
equivalently of G 1t' with the edge labeling obtained by restricting that of 
G). These subsets S are precisely the subsets of edges of G which contain 
no broken circuit and whose connected components have vertex sets equal 
to the blocks of n. The proof follows from Theorem 2.6. I 
2.10. COROLLARY. Let ':I. he any linear ordering of the edges of G, and let 
\' f--- d. Then the numher oj'.I'uhsets S oj' edges oj' G which contain no hroken 
circuit (lI'ith re.lpect to the ordering ':I.) (/ndfin' )\'hich i.(S) = \' is independent 
oj' ':I.. 
Prool By Theorem 2.9 this number is just ( -1 )ISI times the coefficient 
of p,. in Xc,. I 
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The differential operators <'/(~PI playa useful role in the theory of sym-
metric functions [I~. Ex. 3. pp. 43--45]. Here <'i(~PI acts on a symmetric 
function expressed as a polynomial in the P,·S. The case i':/;':PI is especially 
interesting. since this is the same operator as "skewing by .1'1." i.e .. 
(i'/i'p I) .1; = .I~ I. where s~ denotes a Schur function and .1', 1 a skew Schur 
function. 
2.1 \. COROLLARY. I"Ve /wI'e 
wllere H runs Ol'er all .i-rerte.\' indl/ced cOf1/lected .I'uhgraph.l' oj' G, 
1111=1111{(0. 1)= [n] 'l.1I(n). lind G-H denotes G \1'itll H (and all incident 
cdges) deleted. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.6 we have 
where n = (J U : II j is a connected partition of G with # H = j. (Thus 
(JE L(; II') Now [0. nJ;;:: LII x [0. (J]. By the product property of Mobius 
functions [24. Sect. 3. Prop. 5; 30. Prop. 3.~.2J there follows 
=LI1I1 X (; II' I 
II 
When # H = I we have JIll = 1. and when # H = 2 we have 1111 = -1. 
Hence we get the following corollary to Corollary 2.11. 
2.12. COROLLARY. (a) J,Velull'e 
H'Ilere XI, I dCl/otes G H'itll rcr/ex l' (and all incidcnt edgcs) relnOl'cd. 
(b) H'e II(/('c 
(': 
-0- X" = - LX,; "10'1' ('112 <'. I, 
Il'lIerc G - VIc) denotes G with the two rerticcs oj' c (and a/I incident edges) 
rcmored. 
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3. ACYCLIC ORIENTATIONS 
In this section we generalize Theorem 1.2. Our results will involve the 
expansion of XG in terms of the elementary symmetric functions e;. We 
will require some results from the theory of quasi-symmetric functions and 
P-partitions, which we now review. 
Following Gessel [13], define a power series F(x) = F(x I, '\2' ... ) (sav 
with rational coefficients) to be quasi-symmetric if 
whenever i l < i2 < ... < ik and .II <i2 < ... <.Ik' (Here [x'] F(x) denotes 
the coefficient of the monomial x' in F(x).) Clearly a symmetric function 
is quasi-symmetric. It is easily seen that the set :.1" of homogeneous quasi-
symmetric functions of degree d is a vector space over iQ of dimension 2" I 
(the number of sequences a"a 2 , •.• ,a, of positive integers with sum d). 
Given a subset S of [d- I] := r 1,2, ... , d-I j, define the fundamental 
quasi-symmetric function Qs(x) = Q.\.,,(x) by 
Q\(x)= XIjX i::··oX 1,,· 
11 ~ ,.,; ttl 
'/ < il ", 1 if jE .\' 
For instance, Q[" 11 is the elementary symmetric function e", and Q0 is 
the complete symmetric function h". It is easy to see that the set 
(Qs : 5 c;: [d - 1 J} is a Q-basis for :.1". 
Let P = {['" ... , r,,) be ad-element poset. Define 
summed over all strict order-preserving maps 1\ : P -+ iP', i.e., if U < L' in P. 
then I\(U) <I\(r). Clearly XI' is a quasi-symmetric function, and the theory 
of P-partitions [27; 30, Sect. 4.5J allows us to expand XI' in terms of 
the basis (Qs: S c;: [£I - I] }. Namely. fix an order-reversing bijection 
(I) : P -+ Cd]. (Thus w is a linear extension of the dual P* of P.) Given a 
linear extension '1: P -> Cd]. we can identify '1 with the permutation 
(w(Y. '(I)), (1)('1 1(2)) •... ,(1)('1 '(d))):=(a" ... ,a,,) of [£I]. Define the 
descent set D( fJ.) of fJ. by 
D(Y.) = {j: ai > aJ+'}' 
Let if( P, (I)) denote the set of all linear extensions of P (regarded as per-
mutations of [d] pia w). The following result is a consequence of [27. 
Thm. 6.2; 30, Lemma 4.5.1: 13, Eq. (I )]. 
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FI(;. 2. A lahelled posel I P. '" J. 
3.1. THEORE\1. vVith flotatioll liS ahOl'e \t'e hlll'e 
x/'= Q /)(». 
'l f Y'~ I~, (") 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Let (P, (!) i be given by Fig. 2. Then if( P, (I)) = : 3412, 
3421, 4312. 4321, 4231 :. The descent sets of these permutations are : 2 :' 
: 2, 3:, : I, 2:, : 1, 2, 3:, : I, 3 :. Hence 
We can now give our main result on acyclic orientations. Following 
[ 1 R]. we let I (i.) denote the length (number of parts i of the partition ;" 
3.3. THEORE\1. Suppose 
.\',;= I c)e; 
~ I d 
is the expansioll oj' X" in terllls of' e{elllelltary symmetric filllctions e;. Let 
sink( G, j) he the numher or ({cyclic orientatiofls or G lI'itl! i sillks. Theil 
sink(G,j)= L c). 
ii " Iii) I 
Proof Let 0 be an acyclic orientation of G and /{ a proper coloring. We 
say that /{ is o-compatih/c if /{( II) < h'( 1') whenever (1" u) is an edge of 0 (i.e., 
the edge Ill' of G is directed from l' to 1I). Every proper coloring is com-
patible with exactly one acyclic orientation Ll, viz., if 111' is an edge of G with 
1\111) < /{( [. i. then let (1" II) be an edge of o. (This observation was the basis 
for one of the two proofs of Theorem 1.2( a) given in [28].) Thus if K" 
denotes the set of o-compatible proper colorings of G, and if K(, denotes 
the set of all proper colorings of G, then we have a disjoint union 
K"=U"K,,. Hence X"=L,, X"' where X"=L,, A""x'. Let 0 denote the 
transitive closure of o. Since 0 is acyclic. 0 is a pose!. By the definition of 
X/, for a poset P and of X". we have X" = X". so 
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We now come to the crucial step in the proof. Let t be an indeterminate, 
and define a linear transformation q> : d,,-+ OCt] as follows: 
{
tU-I)\ q>(Q.~.) = 0, if S = {i + I, i + 2, ... , d - 1 } 
otherwise. 
Claim. For any d-element po set P, we have q>(X p) = tm, where m is the 
number of minimal elements of P. 
Proof" of" Claim. Let OJ: P -+ Cd] be an order-reversing bijection as 
above. Since OJ is order-reversing, the only way to obtain a linear extension 
'1 = (ai' ... , ad) with descent set {i + I, i + 2, ... , d - 1 } is as follows. Let r be 
the minimal element of P with the largest label OJ( v). Choose any i minimal 
elements U I' ... , !Ii of P other than v, list them in increasing order of their 
labels, then list L" and finally list the remaining elements of P in decreasing 
order of their labels. Since there are (m i I ) choices for U I, ... , lI i , we obtain 
tn-I (m-I) 
q>(Xp) = i~O i t(t-I)' 
This proves the claim. 
Note that if 0 is an acyclic orientation of G, then the number of sinks of 
o is the number of minimal elements of O. Hence applying q> to Eq. (8) 
yields 
q>(X c;) = L sink(G, j)t'. (9) 
We now want to compute q>(e;.) for i ~ d. The easiest way to proceed is to 
let Pi be the po set which is a disjoint union of chains of cardinalities 
;'1' ).2, .... Clearly X p, = e;, so by the claim we have q>(e;) = tllil. Applying 
q> to Eq. (7) and comparing with (9) yields 
L Citlli ) = L sink( G, j) f i . 
ie 
Taking the coefficient of fi on both sides completes the proof. I 
Note that Theorem 1.2(a) is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
Namely, since e;.(ln)=c,)C
1
)···, we have from (7) that 
( 10) 
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Set II = -- I and use the form ula ( I') = ( - I ) i for all j? 0 to get x(,( - I ) = 
( - I)" L c,. By Theorem 3.3, L c, is just the number of acyclic orientations 
of G, which yields Theorem 1.2( a). 
We don't get Theorem 1.2(b) directly from Theorem 3.3, but rather the 
somewhat weaker result 
sink(G, I) = (-I)" 'd[n] 1(,(11). 
For if I(}.) > I then (;',)1;') ... is divisible by 11~. Hence from (10) and 






I sink(G, I) 
d 
Although L,sink(G,j) and sink(G, I) are computable from !<i(Il), one 
cannot in general obtain sink( G, j) from Zdll), or even from the more 
informative Tutte polynomial [4]. For instance, the two trees with four 
vertices (the path P4 and claw K ,l ) have the same Tutte polynomial (as do 
any two trees with the same number of vertices), but sink(P4 , 3)=0 and 
sink(K I3 , 3)= I. 
In view of Theorem 3.3 it is natural to ask whether the coefficients 
c, themselves in the expansion Xc, = L ("ie, have any combinatorial 
significance. Unfortunately, in general we need not have c,? 0 (in other 
words, G need not be c-positive), so a combinatorial interpretation cannot 
be too simple. Of the eleven nonisomorphic (simple) graphs G with four 
vertices. exactly one fails to be c-positive. This is the claw K 1\' for which 
On the other hand. there are some special classes of graphs for which more 
can be said about the coefficients C;. See Corollary 3.6 and Section 5 for 
further details. 
Although we can have C; < 0, there is a refinement of Theorem 3.3 which 
shows that some additional sums of certain C; are nonnegative. Call a par-
tition II = (Ill' Ii C' •.• ) of some integer,.:::; d all())rahlc if there exists a stable 
partition of type II of some subset I'l" of V. (Hence # W = r.) We partially 
order all allowable partitions of r by domillallce (called the lIi1lural order 
in [IX]), i.e., II:::;\, if II, +Ilc+ ... +p,:::;\', +1'.'+'" +1', for all i. An 
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Fig. 3. A graph with two maximal allowable partitions. 
allowable partitIOn {I f-- r is maximal if it is maximal with respect to 
dominance among all allowable partitions of r. For instance, let G be the 
graph of Fig. 3. Then both (4, 1, 1) and (3, 3) are maximal. G is the 
smallest graph which possesses more than one maximal partition of some 
r (here r = 6). As in [18] we write P' = (P'I' p;, ... ) to denote the conjugate 
partition to p. In particular, /1'1 = I (/t). 
Given an acyclic orientation 0 of G, define its sink sequence 
sst 0) = (.1'1' .1'2, ... , Si) as follows: .1'1 is the number of sinks of o. When these 
.1'1 sinks are removed (together with all incident edges), then .1'2 is the num-
ber of sinks of the resulting acyclic digraph. When these .1'2 sinks are also 
removed, then .1'3 is the number of new sinks, etc., until at the jth step we 
reach a totally disconnected graph with si vertices. Note that when the 
sequence sst 0) is sorted into decreasing order, we get an allowable partition 
of d. If P is a po set (e.g., the transitive closure 0 of 0), then P may be 
regarded as an acyclic digraph (with an edge t' -+ u if u < t' in Pl. Thus 
sst P) is defined, and in particular we have sst 0) = sst 0). We can now state 
our generalization of Theorem 3.3. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let P = (PI' ... , p,) be a maximal partition of r :( d, Il'ith 
p,>O. Let Xc=L C; e; as in (7). Given O:(j:(d-r, let sink(G, p,j) be the 
number of acyclic orientations 0 of G If/lOse sink sequence has the form 
ss(o) = (PI' ... , p" j, ... ). (We can hare j = ° only when r = d.) Then 
sink(G, P, j) = L c;, (11 ) 
summed over all partitions ). f-- d sllch that 
Prop! The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.3. Define a 
homomorphism !.pI' : 2,,-+ OCt] as follows: 
{
tIt - 1 I', 
!.p1,(Q.d = 0, 
if s= [111,1120 ... , II" 11,+ i+ 1,1/,+ i+ 2, ... , d-I} 
otherwise. 
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CLAIM. Let P he II d-elellll'nl poset. It" ss( P) = (Ill' p:" ... , Jil, 111, ... ), then 
<p,,(X,,)=t"'. It" ss(P)=(I'I'I'},· .. ) wherl' 1'1+ ... +1',</(1+ ... +/(; jiJr 
sOllie 1:( i:( I, then (P,I(X,,) = O. (/fie do not care ahout the case ss(P) = 
(I'I ' I':" ... ) \I'h('/"e 1'1 + ... + I'; > II I + ... + Il, jiJl' soml' i ilnd 1'1 + ... + I', ~ 
Jil + ... + II, jiJr all i.) 
Proof ot" Claim. Let (J) : P -+ [dJ be an order-reversing bijection as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3. Assume sst P) = (II I' ... , Ill' m, ... ). Since (!) is 
order-reversing, the only way to obtain a linear extension IX = (IX I' ... ,IX,,) 
\vith descent set r /11' ... , III' 111+ i + I, ... , d - I} is as follows. First list in 
increasing order of their labels the III minimal elements of P. Then list in 
increasing order of their labels the 112 next smallest elements of p, etc., until 
we have listed the bottom II I + '" + PI elements of P. Let I' be the minimal 
clement of the remaining poset Q with the largest label (1)( v). Choose any 
i minimal elements 11 1, ... , li, of Q other than 1', list them in increasing order 
of their labels, then list l', and finally list the remaining elements of Q in 
decreasing order of their labels. Since there are at most ('" j I) choices for 
li l , ... , li" we obtain (P,,(X p ) = t'" exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
This proves the claim for ss( P) = (PI, 112, ... , Ill' m, ... ). 
Now assume SS(P)=(I'I' 1'2,,,,) where 1'1+ ... +1',</11+ ... +p, for 
some i. If 'J. = ((II' (12' ... ) is a linear extension of P \vith descent set 
S = : III ' ... , fll' III + i + I, ... , d - I ), then the elements of P labelled 
{II' il 2 , ... , iI 'II I I II, form an order ideal of P which is a union of 
i antichains and hence contains no (i + 1 )-clement chain. But if 
ss( P) = (1'1,1'2' ... ), then any order ideal of P which contains no (i + I )-
clement chain has at most 1'1 + ... + I', < III + ... + p, elements. Hence 'J. 
cannot exist. so (p II( X,,) = O. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now note that since II is maximal, no acyclic orientation 0 of G 
can satisfy ss(0)=(1'1,1'2, ... ) where (a) 1'1+'" +I';>PI+'" +11, for 
some iE[/J, and (b) 1'1+ ... +1',~IlI+ ... +/1; for all iE[/]. Thus 
either sS(O)={fII, ... ,/II,m, ... ), in which case (jJp(X,,)=t"'; or else 
sS(O)=(I'I' I'}, ... ) where 1'1 + '" +I';<fll + ... +Ilj for some iE [/J, in 
which case <PII(X,,) = O. Hence applying <PI' to (8) yields 
(12 ) 
We now want to compute <P11(e;) for J. f-d and apply <PI' to (7). By the tri-
angularity property of the expansion of e; in terms of the 111 p's [18, (2.3) J, 
if some ;, satisfied (a) c;#O, (b) ;"1 + ... +).;>fll + ... +p, for some 
iE[IJ, and (c) ).'1+'" +i·;~IlI+"· +11, for all iE[l], then we would 
also have (Ii # 0, where ai is given by (3). This contradicts maximality of 
fl. Hence we may assume that either ),'=(111'''''/(''''') or i.'=(I'I,I'2,"') 
with some 1'\+ ... +I';<PI+ ... +p,. 
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Let P; be as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. By the assumption on ). and 
what we have just proved about !p)P), we have 
p. = ' {
1m 
!P,,( J 0, 
if J.' = (f.1I, ... , f.1" m, ... ) 
otherwise. 
Applying !P" to Eq. (7) and comparing with (12) yields 
I c;tm = I sink(G, f.1, i)t j , 
where the first sum ranges over all A f-- d and m such that 
;,' = (f.11 , ... , f.1/, m, ... ). Taking the coefficient of Ii on both sides completes 
the proof. I 
It should be remarked that the maximal partitions f.1 f-- r which appear in 
Theorem 3.4 can easily be read otT from the expansions (3) or (7) of X G' 
Namely, f.1 f-- r is allowable if and only if some). f-- d has f.11, f.12, ... among 
its parts and a" # O. Of course from the allowable f.1 we can compute which 
are maximal. By triangularity, the set of maximal elements (in dominance 
order) among all partitions \' = (v], ... , vk ) f-- r for which there is a 
),'=(V I ,V2 , ... ,Vb ... ) with c,,#O coincides with the set of maximal 
allowable partitions of r. Hence we can also read otT the maximal partitions 
directly from (7). 
In certain cases Thoerem 3.4 shows that c; ~ 0 for suitable ) .. In par-
ticular we have the following result. 
3.5. COROLLARY. Given the graph G, let f.1 be a maximal (with respect 
to G) partition of d. Then (',,>0. In fact, c
"
,=r l !r2 !···a/" where 
f.1 = < 1 r l 2'1 ... > and all is given by (3). 
Proof In Theorem 3.4 let i = O. Then Eq. (11) reduces to sink( G, f.1, 0) = 
c," so c,,' > O. We don't really need Theorem 3.4 here, since the tri-
angularity of the basis {e,,} with respect to {mil}, together with (3), 
immediately gives c,' = r l ! r2 ! •.. a
"
. I 
For certain graphs we can use Theorem 3.4 to show that all c; ~ O. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that the vertices of G can be partitioned into 
tll'O disjoint cliques. (Equiralently, the complement of G is hipartite.) Then 
C; ~ 0 for all ; .. 
Proof The allowable partitions of G all have the form < 1 a2 h >, where 
a + 2h = d. Thus if < 2h > is allowable, then it is maximal. If a> 0 then 
choose f.1 = < 2h > and i = 1 in Theorem 3.4; if a = 0 then choose f.1 = < 2b > 
hlJ7 1111·11 
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and j = O. The only partition ), f-- d appearing in (II) is then ), = < 1"2" >, so 
C I ;:, 0 as desired. I 
With notation and hypotheses as above, we in fact have that if 
i = < 1"2" > is allowable, then 
{
Sink(G. <2">, 1), 
C I =. )h 
smk(G, <~ >.0), 
a>O 
a=O. 
A closely related result appears in [32, Remark 4.4]. This result is equiv-
alent to a completely different interpretation of C I in terms of nonattacking 
rooks which shows that C; ;:, O. We will have more to say about the paper 
[32] in Section 5. 
4. RECIPROCITY AND SUPERFICATION 
In [28, Thm. 1.2] Theorem \.2(a) of this paper is extended to the follow-
ing interpretation of zd -n) for any 11 E iP'. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. LetIlEiP'. Let idn) he the Ilwnher olpairs (o,KI. 
\rl1ere ° is (In acyclic orielltation ol G (llId K : V -> [nJ is a coloring s(ltis(l'ing 
K(U) ~ K(t') il (l" ul is w/ ed,ge of' o. Then idn) = (-I )"xd -n). 
We wish to give an analogue of Proposition 4.1 for the symmetric 
function Xc,. The result will come as no surprise to experts on symmetric 
functions and combinatorial reciprocity theorems. 
4.2. THEOREM. De/ille 
SlIIllIlled or('/" all pairs (0, K) \\'here 0 is an acyclic orientation ol G lIlId 
K: V -> iP' is a coloring satis(l'ing h:(U) ~ K(l') il (l" u) is lIll e(~gc of o. Thcll 
X<; = (J)X(, , where (I) is the standard inl'olution 011 symmetric jimctiolls (as ill 
Corollary 2.6 I. 
Proo(: Define a linear transformation (J)' : 1" -> !l" (where ;2" denotes 
the space of quasi-symmetric functions of degree d I by (1)'( Q.\.) = Qs, where 
5 = [d - 1] - S. Thus (I)' is an involution. Given a c/-element poset P. let 
X p be as in Theorem 3.1. and define Xl' = L, x'. summed over all order-
preserving functions cP->iP', i.e., if s~t in P then K(S)~K(t). The 
reciprocity theorem for P-partitions [27, Thm. 10.\; 30, Thm. 4.5.7] implies 
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that (V'X p = X p. In particular, if P = P; is a disjoint union of chains as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3, then X p = e; and X p = hi, so ole; = hi .. Thus w' 
is an extension of w, so we henceforth denote it also as w. 
Now apply OJ to Eg. (8). We get 
wX = X = "'" o 0 L 
where 
h' X, 
](" = {K : V -+ IP I K( u) ~ K( t') if (L" u) is an edge of 0 }. 
Hence wX G = XG , as desired. I 
A supersymmetric function is a formal power series f = f(x, y) in the two 
sets of variables X= (XI' X 2, ... ) and y= (YI' Y2' ... ) which is symmetric in 
the .,<s and in the y;'s, and which satisfies the "cancellation property" 
f(x, Y JI'I ~ -" = f(x, y)1 II ~ 'I ~ o· 
Let WI denote the involution w acting only on the y variables, so XI' x 2, ... 
are regarded as constants. If f(x) is a symmetric function, then define the 
super/leation f(x/y) of f by 
f(x/y)=w./(x, .1'). 
i.e., replace the variables XI, x 2, ... by XI' x 2, ... , .1'1' Y2, ... and then apply 
w\ .. It is well-known (see, e.g., [19], where their bisymmetric functions 
f(x I y) are our f(x/-y)) that superfication is a (degree-preserving) 
isomorphism from the ring of symmetric functions (over Q, say) to the 
ring of bisymmetric functions (over Q). Note that f(x/O) = f( x) and 
nO/x) = wf(x). In particular (by Theorem 4.2), X(i(x/O) = XJ\") and 
X (i(O/x) = Xc;! x ). Hence we can ask whether there is some interpretation of 
Xdx/y) which generalizes Theorem 4.2. We state our result using the 
colors IP = { I, 2, ... } and !P = { T, 2, ... }. Let <* be a fixed linear ordering of 
the set IP uP. (Since the expression of Xdx/y) given below is invariant 
under permuting colors in IP and colors in !P, we may as well assume that 
I <* 2 <* 3 <* . .. and I <* 2 <* j <* .... J 
4.3. THEOREM. We hm'e 
X ( Vi).) "'" v#" 1111.,.,_#" 1(21 ... )'#" lill )',#" 1(21 ... G ·>i. = L., .> I ' , . I . _ (13 ) 
summed over all pairs (0, K) where 0 is an acyclic orientation of G and 
K : V -+ IP u !P is a coloring of G satisfying: (a) If (L" u) is an edge 0( 0 then 
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K(U)~* K(V), and (b) if' (v, u) is all edge of' 0, K(lI)E iP', and K(l')E iP', then 
K(U) <* K(V). (Let liS call such a pair (0, K) an okay pair.) 
Prooj: Let S <;; [d - I] as in the previous section. Define the "superfica-





It. ' .. idE P ,--' rr 
I ¢ .\ and i" i, t ! E ~1 =- i, < i, . 1 
_.={Xt' 
-, )". 
i E iP' 
i=/EIP. 
Extend this map to the space 1l,J by linearity. We claim that if IE J" is a 
symmetric function. then 
§I=I(x/y). (14) 
To prove the claim, we may assume that I is a Schur jilllctiofl S;, since 
the Schur functions {.I';: Ie f- d: form a basis for the space A:~ of all 
homogeneous symmetric functions of degree d. (See e.g. [18. 25, 26] for the 
definition of this important basis.) If T is a standard Young tableau (SYT) 
of shape A [18, p. 5; 25, Der. 2.5.1] then the descent set D( T) of T is defined 
by 
D( T) = [i : i + I is in a lower row of T than i}. 
Here we are using "'English notation" for SYTs. e.g., 
2 3 5 9 
4 7 
6 8 
is an SYT of shape (5, 2. 2) and descent set [3, 5, 7]. It is known (implicit 
in [27, Sect. 21] and more explicit in [13]) that 
(15 ) 
where T ranges over all SYT of shape i" 
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It is also known [29, Theorem 5.1] that 
(16 ) 
where a ranges over all ways of filling the shape A. with entries from iP' u IP 
such that (a) every row and column is weakly increasing with respect to 
<*, (b) if i E iP' then i appears at most once in every column, and (c) if (E IP 
then " appears at most once in every row; and where mi denotes the num-
ber of i E iP' and nl, the number of iE IP appearing in a. Let us call a a super-
tableau (with respect to <*). Write (J ij for the (i, j)-entry of (J, i.e., the entry 
in the i th row from the top and the j th column from the left, and similarly 
rij' We say that a supertableau a is compatible with an SYT r if the follow-
ing three conditions are satisfied: (i) if rij<rkl then aij<* akl' (ii) if 
aij=akIEiP' and i<k, then rij>rkl' and (iii) ifaij=ak,EiJ'il and i<k, then 
r if < r kl' The following facts are straightforward to verify, analogous to [27, 
Lemma 6.1 ] or [30, Lemma 4.5.3 ]. 
• Every supertableaux (J is compatible with a unique SYT r. 
• Let K, be the set of all supertableaux compatible with the SYT r. 
Let 
Rr(x/y) = L x~n, X;'2 ... y';" y;'2 "', 
i1EKr 
where mi and nl i have the same meaning as in (16). Then Rr(x/y) = §QD(r)' 
It now follows from applying § to (15) that 
=s;(x/y), 
as claimed. 
Let (0, K) be an okay pair (as defined in Theorem 4.3). We say that K 
is compatihle with a linear extension 'Y. = (ai, ... , ad) E :£'(0, w) if (a) 
K(W l(i)) <* K(WI(i + I)) for I ~ i ~ d - I, (b) if K(W l(i)) E iP', 
K(W l(i+ 1))EiP', and ai>ai + l , then K(W l(i))<* K{W l(i+ I)), and 
(c) if K(W 1(i))EIP, K(w·I(i+I))EIP, and ai<u,+l, then 
K(W lU))<*K(W 1(i+1)). Once again it is straightforward to check that 
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for each okay pair (0, h'l there is a unique linear extension :XE2)(0, w) with 
which (JJ is compatible. Moreover, 
where h' ranges over all colorings compatible with ':x. Hence summing over 
all acyclic orientations 0 and all:x Ef!)( 0, (J)) yields by Eq. (8) that §X(i 
agrees with the right-hand side of (13). But by (14) we have 
§X(; = Xdx/y I, and the proof follows. I 
5. SPECIAL GRAPHS 
The main question to concern us in this section is the following: Which 
graphs G are c-positive? If P is a finite poset then let inc( P) denote its 
incomparability graph; i.e., lll' is an edge of inc( P) if u and l' are incom-
parable in P. Let a + b denote the poset which is a disjoint union of an 
a-element chain and a h-element chain. We say that P is (a + b)-Fcc if P 
contains no induced subposet isomorphic to a + b. The following conjec-
ture is equivalent to [32, Conj. 5.5]. 
5.1. CO~JECTlJRE. If P is (3 + I I-free, then inc( P) is c-positive. 
As mentioned in [32, pp. 277 278], this conjecture has been verified for 
all posets P with # P :( 7. For instance, 639 seven-element posets are 
(3 + I I-free, and for all of them inc(P) is c-positive. Recently Stembridge 
has verfied (private communication) that Conjecture 5.1 holds for eight-
element posets. There are 2469 (3 + 1 I-free eight-element posets P (out of 
a total of 16999 eight-element posets), and for all 2469 inc( P) is c-positive. 
Although Conjecture 5.1 remains mysterious, a weaker result was 
recently proved by Gasharov [11] and is closely related to [14, Sect. 7]. 
This weaker result concerns the expansion of X(; in terms of Schur func-
tions. It is well-known that each C; is .I-positive (e.g., by [18, (5.17)] and 
the fact that c, =.1' I'i), so an e-positive symmetric function is also 
s-positive. If G is the claw KI3 then X(; = .1'.,1 - .1':'2 + 5.1':'11 + 8.1 1111 , so X(, 
is not always .I-positive. The result of Gasharov is the following. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let G he the incomparahility R,raph oj'a (3 + I )~fi'ee 
posct. Then X(, is .I'-po.l'itil'e. 
A special class of (3 + 1 I-free posets are of particular interest. These are 
posets which are both (3 + I I-free and (2 + 2 I-free. Such posets are called 
.Icllliorder.l'. and their incomparability graphs are known as indifference 
R,raph.l' or IIllit illt('l'['(I/ R,raph.l'. They have the following characterization: 
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FIG. 4. An e-positive tree. 
Choose a collection (6 of intervals [i, j] = {i, i + 1, ... , j} of Cd]. (Without 
loss of generality we may assume that no interval in '6 contains another.) 
Let G have vertex set V = [d] and edge set 
E = {uv : u, v belong to some IE rr; }. 
In other words, G is an edge-union of cliques whose vertex sets are inter-
vals. Then G is an indifference graph, and every indifference graph is 
isomorphic to such a G. A good reference for this subject is [10]. 
One reason for our interest in indifference graphs stems from their con-
nection with immanants of Jacobi-Trudi matrices. as explained in [32. 
Sect. 4]. One can deduce easily from a result of Haiman [17, Thm. 1.4] 
that indifference graphs are s-positive (a special case of Theorem 5.2). 
Haiman's proof uses the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures on composition 
series of Verma modules (proved by Beilinson-Bernstein and Brylinski-
Kashiwara), but the proof of Theorem 5.2 by Gasharov is much more 
elementary. Let us mention that Haiman also has a conjecture [17, 
Conj. 2.1] on the Hecke algebra H II ( q) of the symmetric group y;, which is 
easily seen to imply Conjecture 2.1 for indifference graphs. 
Are there "nice" graphs G more general that those of Conjecture 5.1 for 
which Xc; is e-positive? A complete characterization of such graphs appears 
hopeless; Xc; can be e-positive only "by accident." For instance, of all trees 
with at most six vertices which are not paths (for the situation with paths, 
see Proposition 5.3), exactly one is e-positive, viz., the five-vertex tree of 
Fig. 4. It seems just an "accident" that this tree is e-positive. On the other 
hand, one class of graphs not covered by Conjecture 5.1 which seem to be 
e-positive are the circular analogues of indifference graphs, i.e., graphs with 
vertex set V = 7l./d71. and edge set E = EI U ... u E;, where each E; is a 
clique on a subset of V of the form {a + 1, a + 2, .... a + h}. Such graphs 
need not be indifference graphs, e.g., odd cycles. One might ask whether the 
hypothesis that G is an incomparability graph in Conjecture 5.1 is really 
necessary. In other words, since inc(3 + J) = K 13 , we can ask whether any 
graph not containing an induced KI3 is e-positive. Unfortunately the 
answer is negative; the graph G of Fig. 5 satisfies 
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FIG. 5. A non-e-positive clawfree graph. 
yet G contains no induced K 13 . On the other hand, Gis contractihle to K 13 . 
We don't know of a graph which is not contractible to KI3 (even regarding 
multiple edges of a contraction as a single edge) which is not e-positive. 
However, there do exist indifference graphs which can be contracted to KI3 
(treating multiple edges as single edges). One such example, due to 
1. Kahn, is given in Fig. 6. Thus the hypothesis of non-contractibility to KI3 
is too weak to be relevant to Conjecture 5.1. 
The simplest (connected) indifference graph is the path Pd , and the sim-
plest circular indifference graph which is not an ordinary indifference graph 
is the cycle Cd' For these graphs G we can compute the expansion of Xc; 
in e; explicitly and thereby verify that they are e-positive. The result for 
paths seems first to have been proved by Carlitz e( al. [7, p. 242]. A com-
binatorial proof was given by Dollhopf et at. [9]. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. We have 
" e t' LX, .td = L..,;.o , 
d;.O I" I-L,;>di-I)e,t' ( 17) 
Hence Pel is e-positive. 
First Proof (sketch). We give two different proofs. The first proof is the 
most complicated but uses the most general techniques. Let P d have vertex 
set V=[vl,,,,,v,,} with edges [lil'ill, I:(i:(d-l. Fix nEIP, and let 
X;, = L" x', summed over all proper colorings I\' : V --+ [n ] of P" such that 
1\'( l',,) = i. Let 
F'(t) = L X> (d. 
d?;i 
FI(;. 6 An incomparability graph of a (3 + 1 I-free poset contractible to 1\ 1\' 
It is clear that 
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We can solve this system of n linear equations in the n unknowns p(t) by 
Cramer's rule. We omit the derivation of the solution, but at any rate it is 
easy to check that the unique solution is given by 
" ( , ) i+ I F'(t) = xi £..../;30 e; XI' ... , Xl' ... , XI! t 
l-L;;31 (i-l)e;(xl' ... ,x,J(' 
where ~Yj denotes that the variable Xj is missing. Hence 
d~O i~ I 
Letting n -+XJ completes the proof. I 
Second Proof Let). ~ d. The number h;. of connected partitions of P d 
of type ). is just the number of distinct permutations of the parts of i .. 
Hence if i. = < 1 rI2r] •.. ), then hi = C/';LJ Since P d is a forest (even a tree), 
we get from (6) that 
Hence 
By a known identity in the theory of symmetric functions (e.g., apply the 
involution w to [32, Prop. 2.2]), we get (17). I 
The power series appearing in (17) (or the essentially equivalent image 
of it under (!)) has appeared before in several contexts [12; 31, Prop. 12, 
when q = I; 32, Prop. 2.2]. We do not know whether all these appearances 
of the same series are just a coincidence. 
The "circular analogue" of Proposition 5.3 is given by the next result. 
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5.4. PROPOSITIO]\;. Uie hm'e 
" I L,>()i(i-I)c,t' LX,t' = -~>-----
">2 (d I-L,>IU-Ilc,t' 
Helice C" is e-positil'l'. 
Proof I n the first proof of Proposition 5.3, the denominator 
D(tl=l- L (i-I)e,(i 
i?: 1 
of each P( (I (in the limit n ->J» is the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix of the homogeneous part of ( 18). By a well-known result concerning 
periodic initial conditions [30, Cor. 4.7.3], we get 
X .("= _tD'(I) L (,I DU)' 
d~1 
Since XCI = 0 (because C 1 is a loop), the proof follows. I 
The proof technique of the first proof of Proposition 5.3 can in principle 
be carried over to some other graphs. For instance, let P"2 be the graph 
with vertex set V" = : 1'1' ... , 1',,: and edges 1',1', if Ii - i I = I or 2. The graph 
P,r:> is an indifference graph and so by Conjecture 5.1 should be e-positive. 
If for i =1= j we let 
F"( I) = "~2 (~ x' ) I", 
where " ranges over proper colorings ,,: ,'" -> [11] with ,,( 1'" I) = i and 
Id 1',,1 = j, then we get analogously to (18) that 
Fi'(t) = x,x, + L Fk'(t)x/" 
k of' 
Li'i 
Solving by Cramer's rule and letting n -> x yields, up to degree eight, that 
where 
D = 1 - 2e,,(' - 6e 4 (4 -- 24e,(' - (64en + 6cSl - ("3)(10 
- (174e7 + 30e(d + 6e'2 - 6(43)17 
- (426e x + 120e71 + 30e62 - 24e,,, + 3(44 )(x + 
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Unfortunately the coefficients of 1 - D are not all nonnegative, so there is 
no obvious reason why NjD should be e-positive. (We have not given the 
expansion of N since it is sensitive to how we treat the cases d ~ 2, and 
therefore may not be too meaningful.) It remains open whether P d2 is 
e-positive. For reference we record (computed with the aid of John 
Stembridge's SF package for Maple): 
X P32 = 6e3 
X P4, = 16e4+ 2e31 
X p5,=40e5 + 12e41 +2e32 
X P62 = 96e(, + 44es 1 + 16e42+ 6e 33 
X P12 = 224e 7 + 136e61 + 66e 52 + 52e43 + 4£'511 + 2e421 + 2e 331 
X P" = 512e x + 384£'71 + 208e62 + 178£'53 + 96e44 + 30e611 
+ 18£'521 +30£'431 + 2e332· 
Note that although the symmetric function X Pd2 seems quite mysterious, 
the chromatic polynomial I P d2 is easy to compute, viz., 
In general, chromatic polynomials of indifference graphs are easy to com-
pute and have only integer zeros, since indifference graphs are chordal 
( = supersolvable). 
We mentioned after Corollary 3.6 that for complements of bipartite 
graphs, the coefficients C; have an interpretation in terms of nonattacking 
rooks. We now show that C(dl has a similar interpretation for any incom-
parability graph G. This result is really about the chromatic polynomial I(An) 
and not the symmetric function Xdx) since (-I)"·ld[n]x(;(n)=c(dl' 
but it seems worthwhile to include it here. Note that En] Xdn)=IlL,,(O, 1), 
so our result may be regarded as a formula for the "Mobius number" 
IlLJO, 1) of an incomparability graph. We use the notation per(A) for the 
permanent of the m x m matrix A = (ail)' defined by 
per(A)= I a 1.,d11··· a m.u-lml· 
u- E .'/'", 
If A is a 0 - 1 matrix, then per(A) is the number of ways to place m non-
attacking rooks on the board B = [(i, j) : ail i= O}. 
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5.5. PROPOSITION. Let P= 11'1"'" I'd} he a poset. Li!l A = (a'jl;l,o I he 
the d x d matrix defined hy 
ij'I', < I', 
otherll"ise. 
Let r, he a minimal element and 1\ a maximal element oj' P. LeI A () he A 
It'ilh rOll' sand ("o/ullln r remored. (NOll' thaI Ihe enlries in rOll" sand ("o/lifiln 
r are all 1'5.1 Supposc Ihal XII1cII'I=L(",C;. Then 
("Idl = d· perf Aol· 
Prout: Write G = inc( PI. Let g, be the number of stable partitions of G 
with i blocks, so 
where (II), = n(lI- II··· (11 - i + I). Hence 
("Id) = (-II'I I den] xdll) 
A stable partition of G with i blocks is the same as a partition 7[ of Pinto 
chains C I' ... , C,. For each such chain 11 I < Ue < ... < Uk' place rooks on 
the squares (u" 11, + I) of the board [d] x Cd]. We get a total of d - i non-
attacking rooks on the board B = I (j, k) : ajk = O}, and conversely any 
placement of d - i nonattacking rooks on B corresponds to a partition of 
Pinto i chains. Let B be the complement of B in the (d - I) x (£I - I ) board 
K obtained by removing row s and column r from Cd] x Cd], so Be K. 
The number of ways to extend the d - i nonattacking rooks on B to 
d - I nonattacking rooks on K is (i - II!. Hence by a standard Inclusion 
Exclusion argument (e.g., [23, Sect. 7.2; 30, Thm. 2.3.\]), the number of 
ways to place d - I nonattacking rooks on B is just L ( - I)" '(i - I)! g" 
and the proof follows. I 
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